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Chapter   One   
What   job   does   Mr   Utterson   do?   _________________   
  

Is   Mr   Hyde   short?   YES NO   
  

Did   Mr   Enfield   like   Mr   Hyde?   YES NO   
  

Draw   a   front   cover   for   the   book   in   the   box   below:   
   



Chapter   Two   
Who   will   inherit   Dr   Jekyll’s   house   if   he   dies?     
____________________________________   
  

In   Mr   Utterson’s   nightmare,   what   is   missing   from   the   
sinister   figure?   ______________________________   
  

Is   Dr   Jekyll’s   servant   surprised   when   Mr   Hyde   goes   
into   Dr   Jekyll’s   house? YES NO   
  

Try   to   draw   a   sinister   figure   in   the   box   below:   
  

   



Chapter   Three   
Does   Dr   Jekyll   like   Mr   Utterson? YES NO   
  

Does   Dr   Jekyll   trust   Mr   Utterson? YES NO   
  

Is   Mr   Hyde   young   or   old?   ______________________   
  

What   does   Mr   Utterson   promise   to   Dr   Jekyll?   ______   
___________________________________________   
___________________________________________   
___________________________________________   
  

Draw   a   hat   that   you   think   Mr   Utterson   would   wear   in   
the   box   below:   
  

   



Chapter   Four   
Who   kills   the   old   man?   ________________________   
  

What   weapon   does   he   use?   _____________________   
___________________________________________   
  

What   is   the   weather   like   when   Mr   Utterson   visits   Dr   
Jekyll’s   house?   Draw   the   answer   in   the   box   below:   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
Was   Dr   Jekyll’s   house   tidy? YES NO   
  

   



Chapter   Five   
Who   does   Dr   Jekyll   say   wrote   the   letter   that   he   gives   
to   Mr   Utterson?   ______________________________   
  

Who   does   Mr   Utterson   think   wrote   the   letter?   ______   
___________________________________________   
  

What   evidence   does   Mr   Utterson   have   for   believing   
this?   ______________________________________   
___________________________________________   
___________________________________________   
  

What   does   Dr   Jekyll   say   he   has   had?     
AN   ESCAPE A   LESSON   
  

Write   your   name   in   Mr   Hyde’s   handwriting   in   the   box   
below:   

  
  



Chapter   Six   
Did   Dr   Lanyon   know   he   was   going   to   die?   
YES NO   
  

When   Mr   Utterson   tries   to   visit   Dr   Jekyll   in   this   
chapter,   does   he   see   him? YES NO   
  

Do   you   think   that   Mr   Utterson   really   wants   to   see   Dr   
Jekyll   now? YES NO   
  

How   does   he   feel   when   the   servants   won’t   let   him   in?   
___________________________________________   
  

Join   the   characters   surnames   to   the   right   titles:  

  
   



Chapter   Seven  
Do   you   think   that   Mr   Enfield   is   right   to   say   that   
they’ll   never   see   Dr   Jekyll   again? YES NO   
  

How   does   Dr   Jekyll   say   he   is   feeling?   ____________   
___________________________________________   
  

When   the   book   says   that   Dr   Jekyll’s   expression   ‘froze   
the   very   blood’   of   his   friends;   how   do   you   think   the   
friends   were   feeling?   __________________________   
___________________________________________   
  

Was   their   blood   really   frozen   or   was   it   a   metaphor?     
___________________________________________   
  

Draw   the   expression   your   face   would   have   if   
something   froze   your   very   blood:   
  
  
  
  
  

   



Chapter   Eight   
Why   are   the   servants   described   as   ‘like   sheep’   (are   
they   doing   something   that   sheep   often   do)?   ________   
___________________________________________   
___________________________________________   
  

What   figure   of   speech   is   ‘like   sheep’?   
A   SIMILE A   METAPHOR   

  
Why   does   Poole   describe   Hyde   as   ‘him   or   it’?   ______   
___________________________________________   
___________________________________________   
  

Who   killed   Mr   Hyde?   _________________________   
  

Draw   the   warning   sign   for   a   bottle   of   poison:   
   



Chapter   Nine  
Why   do   you   think   Dr   Landon   wanted   to   watch   what   
happened   when   Mr   Hyde   drank   the   potion?   ________   
___________________________________________   
___________________________________________   
  

Do   you   think   that   drinking   the   potion   was   painful?   
YES NO   
  

Did   Dr   Jekyll   explain   to   Dr   Landon   what   had   
happened?   YES NO   
  

Does   Dr   Landon   explain   what   happened   in   his   letter?   
YES NO   
  

Draw   a   face   to   show   how   you   feel   about   Dr   Landon’s   
Narrative:   
  

   



Chapter   Ten   
Did   Dr   Jekyll   think   that   the   potion   would   make   him   a   
kinder   person? YES NO   
  

What   feeling   did   Dr   Jekyll   think   the   potion   would   free   
him   from?   __________________________________   
___________________________________________   
  

By   the   end   of   the   story,   could   Dr   Jekyll   choose   when   
to   become   Mr   Hyde? YES NO   
  

Did   you   know   who   Mr   Hyde   really   was   before   
reading   the   last   chapter? YES NO   
  

Draw   what   you   think   Dr   Jekyll   looked   like   as   a   young   
man   in   the   box   below:   
  
  

   



Quotes   
Which   of   these   two   quotes   shows   that   Mr   Utterson   
and   Mr   Enfield   were   friends:   
“the   bond   that   united   him   to   Mr   Enfield”   
“I   let   my   brother   go   to   the   Devil   his   own   way” ?   
  

Which   of   these   two   quotes   shows   that   Mr   Enfield   
disliked   Mr   Hyde:   
“I   never   saw   such   a   circle   of   hateful   faces”   
“My   fellow   was   a   damnable   man”   
“a   little   man   who   was   stumping   along   Eastward” ?   
  

What   animal   does   Mr   Hyde   sound   like   in   this   quote:   
“Hyde   shrank   back   with   a   hissing   intake   of   breath” ?   
Draw   your   answer   in   the   box   below:   
  
  

   



Characters   -   Jekyll   and   Hyde   
Draw   pictures   of     
Dr   Jekyll: and   Mr   Hyde:   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
Think   about   how   tall   they   are,   how   old   they   are   and   
what   expressions   they   make   with   their   faces.   

   



Characters   -   Utterson   
Utterson   is   the   main   character   of   the   story.   
TRUE FALSE   
  

Utterson   is   a   scientist.   
TRUE FALSE   
  

How   do   you   think   Mr   Utterson’s   face   looked   when   Dr   
Jekyll   told   him   that   Hyde   had   gone   away?     
Draw   it   here:   
  
  
  
  
  

How   do   you   think   Mr   Utterson’s   face   looked   when   he   
finished   reading   Dr   Jekyll’s   final   letter?     
Draw   it   here:   
  
  
  

   



Characters   -   Lanyon   
Does   Dr   Lanyon   try   to   help   Dr   Jekyll?   
YES NO   
  

Do   you   think   that   Dr   Lanyon   was   brave?   
YES NO   
  

What   do   you   think   caused   Dr   Lanyon’s   death?   _____  
___________________________________________   
___________________________________________   
  

Thinking   about   everything   you   know   about   Dr   
Lanyon,   what   do   you   think   his   study   looks   like?     
Draw   it   here:   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

   



Characters   -   Enfield   and   Poole   
Do   you   think   that   Mr   Enfield   is   kind?   
YES NO   
  

How   does   Mr   Enfield   feel   about   Mr   Hyde?   ________   
___________________________________________   
  

Does   Poole   worry   about   Dr   Jekyll? YES NO   
  

How   does   Poole   feel   about   Mr   Hyde?   ____________   
___________________________________________   
  

Choose   your   favourite   between   Poole   and   Enfield,   
and   draw   them   below:   
  
  

   



Making   Links   
Two   different   people   ran   into   Mr   Hyde   late   at   night   on   
the   road,   who   were   they?   ______________________   
___________________________________________   
  

When   Dr   Landon   disagreed   with   Dr   Jekyll   about   
science   and   when   he   saw   Mr   Hyde   turn   into   Dr   Jekyll,   
he   did   the   same   thing,   what   was   it?   _______________   
___________________________________________   
___________________________________________   
  

Two   people   write   letters   to   explain   the   story,   who   are   
they?   ______________________________________   
___________________________________________   
  

Find   two   types   of   animal   that   Mr   Hyde   is   compared   to   
in   the   book   and   draw   them   both   here:   

  
 



Practise   Question   
Read   the   quotes   below,   then   fill   in   the   gaps   to   answer   
the   question.   
When   Jekyll   first   becomes   Hyde,   he   says   “I   felt   
younger,   lighter,   happier.”   
After   he   kills   Carew,   Jekyll   describes   turning   into  
Hyde   like   this:   “a   qualm   came   over   me,   a   horrid   
nausea   and   the   most   deadly   shuddering   .   .   .   I   was   once   
more   Edward   Hyde.”   
  

Do   Jekyll’s   feelings   about   Hyde   change?   
  

At   first,   Dr   Jekyll   __________   becoming   Mr   Hyde,   
because   he   feels   _____________.   After   he   kills   
Carew,   Dr   Jekyll   feels   ______________   when   he   
turns   into   Hyde.   
  

If   you   want,   you   can   use   these   words   to   fill   in   the   
gaps: younger scared enjoys   
  

   



Life   in   Victorian   Britain   
Draw   a   rich   Victorian   and   a   poor   Victorian.     
How   are   their   clothes   different?   Who   do   you   think   
was   more   comfortable?   Give   your   drawings   
expressions   to   show   how   comfortable   you   think   they   
felt.   
Rich: Poor:   

  
  
  
  

 



Reputation   
Your   reputation   is   what   other   people   think   you   are   
like.   
Can   you   find   a   quote   to   show   what   people   thought   Dr   
Jekyll   was   like?   ______________________________   
___________________________________________   
___________________________________________   
___________________________________________   
  

Do   you   agree   with   the   opinion   in   the   quote?     
YES NO   
  

What   do   you   think   Dr   Jekyll   was   like?   ____________   
___________________________________________   
___________________________________________   
  

Draw   the   animal   that   you   think   is   most   like   Dr   Jekyll:   
  
  

   



Secrecy   
Stevenson   doesn’t   reveal   the   secret   of   how   Dr   Jekyll  
became   Mr   Hyde   until   the   last   chapter   of   the   book.   Is   
that   a   good   way   of   writing   the   book? YES NO   
  

Does   it   make   the   book: EXCITING   
MYSTERIOUS   
SCARY   
CONFUSING ?   

  
Can   you   think   of   another   adjective   to   describe   the   
book?   ______________________________________   
  

Find   a   locked   door   that   features   in   the   book   and   draw   
it   here:   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

What’s   behind   the   door?   _______________________  



Dual   Nature   
Fill   in   the   gaps.   Use   words   from   the   box   below.   
  

Dr   Jekyll   believes   ‘that   man   is   not   truly   one   but   truly   
_________’.   He   wants   people   to   think   that   he   is   
_______________.   So,   he   conceals   his   
_______________   from   other   people.   He   creates   a   
_______________   so   he   can   become   another   person   
and   do   nasty   things   without   feeling   ______________.   
  
  
  
  
  
  

Draw   the   word   that   you   didn’t   use:   
  
  
  
  
  
  

   



Science   and   Religion   
Name   one   thing   Dr   Jekyll   did   that   Christians   do:   ____   
___________________________________________   
___________________________________________   
  

Name   one   thing   Dr   Jekyll   did   that   Christians   think   is   
wrong:   _____________________________________   
___________________________________________   
  

All   these   statements   describe   how   to   perform   a   proper   
scientific   experiment,   circle   the   ones   that   you   think   Dr   
Jekyll   used:   

Make   a   hypothesis     
Measure   your   results   carefully   

Repeat   your   experiment   
Take   precautions   to   ensure   your   experiment   is   safe   

Record   your   results   carefully   
  

Was   Dr   Jekyll   a   good   scientist? YES NO  



Context   
The   book   was   published   shortly   after   Darwin’s   
‘Origin   of   the   Species’,   which   suggested   that   humans   
and   apes   evolved   from   the   same   animal.   
  

Fill   in   the   gaps:   
When   Hyde   is   described   as   like   an   ______________,   
Stevenson   is   suggesting   that   he   is   less   ____________   
than   Jekyll.   Stevenson   is   using   __________________   
idea   to   suggest   that   people   might   be   able   to   
______________   into   other   animals.   
  
  
  
  
  

Draw   the   word   that   you   didn’t   use   here:   
  
  

   



Practise   Question   
Read   the   description   of   the   potion   and   draw   what   you   
think   it   looked   like:   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Find   one   secret   someone   keeps   in   the   book   and   fill   in   
the   gaps:   
______________   keeps   a   secret   from   ____________.   
The   secret   is:   ________________________________   
___________________________________________.   
  

Does   the   secret   get   found   out   in   the   end?   
YES NO   
  

   



Practise   Questions   Part   Two   
Does   Hyde   do   anything   good   in   the   novella?   _______   
___________________________________________   
  

Does   Jekyll   do   anything   wrong?   _________________   
___________________________________________   
  

Do   you   think   that   Hyde   is   evil   and   Jekyll   is   good?   
___   
___________________________________________   
  

Dr   Jekyll’s   house   has   two   doors   (a   front   door   and   a   
back   door).   Draw   them   both.   
Front: Back:   
  


